The evidence is in the bag
The Daily Chimpanzee
Honest to fucking Dog, the cuntry gets more corrupt by the
fucking day!
“Police are set to announce that MI6 spy Gareth Williams
locked himself in the holdall where he was found dead in
August 2010”
To say that verdict is an insult to justice is like saying
Derek Laud would make a brilliant child minder.
Why the fuck would he padlock himself
with the padlock on the outside?

inside a sports bag,

More to the point, how the fuck did he?
Furthermore, the bag – locked from the outside – which
contained the Spy’s body was found in his bath in his baking
hot flat in the hight of summer with all the windows closed?
Yet the Chimp obviously doesn’t see it as part of their duty
as journalists to question the scandalous verdict.
The
following is how the Cunts reported on the matter:
Now it has emerged that a new review of the case by the
Metropolitan Police is likely to conclude that his death was

not the result of foul play.
The finding contravenes the verdict of a coroner who last year
ruled that Mr Williams, 31, had ‘probably’ been killed by
someone else.
According to the Daily Telegraph, Scotland Yard detectives
will say that if it was possible for the codebreaker to climb
in to the bag and lock it unaided, there is no reason to
suspect any outside involvement.
‘It seems as though the coroner made a mistake in ruling out
evidence that Williams could not have climbed into the holdall
without outside help,’ a source told the paper.
Straight away, the fact that the Chimp is using the
Telegraph’s information sticks out like a hard on in a pair of
Speedo’s
The Telegraph is after all an MI5/6 controlled newspaper.
Neither is there any point in me stating that Scotland Yard is
run by corrupt, lying bastards because I’m positive that you
already know that fact based on – if nothing else – their
totally unprofessional handling of Operation Paget, Operation
Yewtree and Operation Grange… To name but three of many
investigations that would have been more thoroughly
investigated by Inspector Clouseau.
Scotland Yard must indeed think that everyone in the land is
as clueless as they are since they are now saying that
following the inquest it has come to light that it would have
been possible for Williams to padlock himself in the sports
bag.
What the cunts are banking on, is you forgetting or not
knowing the fact that at last years Inquest – the last of
three as it happens
– two experts testified that it was
impossible for Williams to get into the bag, zip it up, and

padlock the fucking thing.
And how did the experts arrive at this conclusion?
Well the first expert witness tried it 300 times using a fella
of the same age, weight and hight as Williams.
The second expert witness, whilst obviously lacking the same
dedication to the task as the 1st expert witness, never the
less still tried it a hundred times using the same method.
Result?
Failure to do 400 out of 400 times what we are
suppose to believe Williams did so effortlessly on the first
attempt … Pretty conclusive evidence to suggest that Williams
was murdered if you ask me.
Even more so when you consider what he did for a living, don’t
cha think?
Mind you, the fact that there is no photo of the type of bag
Williams ‘killed himself’ in accompanying the article speaks
fucking volumes.
You see, it was the type of bag used in the main photo above…
You couldn’t make that shit up.
However I would suggest that you read the article that I wrote
following the inquest last year. Only then will you grasp the
magnitude of what the old bill are asking you to believe.
You can read that article by clicking HERE
This is our police force here people… Rotten to the fucking
core.
And like everything else in this cuntry, it has to be
dismantled and rebuilt from scratch using a different
instruction manual.
You know it makes fucking sense.

MI6 spy found dead in a bag
‘died in a tragic accident
after locking himself in
holdall’, police will say in
official verdict
Gareth Williams found dead in his Central London flat in
August 2010
31-year-old’s death was ruled to be ‘probably’ foul play
by a coroner
But Scotland Yard is set to announce that he locked
himself in holdall
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Finding: Police are set to
announce that MI6 spy Gareth Williams locked himself in the
holdall where he was found dead in August 2010
Police are set to announce today that the MI6 spy found dead
in a holdall bag locked himself in and died by accident, it
has been claimed.
Gareth Williams’ mysterious death has been the subject of
fierce speculation since his body was found in his Central
London flat three years ago.
Now it has emerged that a new review of the case by the
Metropolitan Police is likely to conclude that his death was
not the result of foul play.
The finding contravenes the verdict of a coroner who last year
ruled that Mr Williams, 31, had ‘probably’ been killed by
someone else.
According to the Daily Telegraph, Scotland Yard detectives
will say that if it was possible for the codebreaker to climb
in to the bag and lock it unaided, there is no reason to

suspect any outside involvement.
‘It seems as though the coroner made a mistake in ruling out
evidence that Williams could not have climbed into the holdall
without outside help,’ a source told the paper.
‘If it can be demonstrated that Williams was able to climb
into the holdall unassisted, then all the other fanciful
conspiracy theories start to fall apart.’
A spokesman for the Met refused to comment on the conclusions
of the investigation ahead of the official announcement.
Mr Williams, who was found dead inside the locked bag in the
bath of his flat in Pimlico in August 2010, is known to have
had an interest in escapology.

My
stery: Last year a coroner ruled that someone else was
involved in the codebreaker’s death

Coroner Fiona Wilcox last year ruled that the spy would not
have been able to lock himself in the bag and was therefore
likely to have died at somebody else’s hands.
But within days of the verdict investigators claimed that it
was in fact possible for a skilled escapologist to climb in to
the North Face holdall and lock it from the inside.
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Police launched a review of the case following the inquest,
over concerns that some evidence had been handled improperly.
The investigation apparently included interviews with senior
officials from MI6, where Mr Williams was working on
secondment from GCHQ.

La
st image: Mr Williams pictured on CCTV at a Tube station
shortly before his death

Confirmation that the spy’s death was nothing more than a
tragic accident could put to rest the various theories which

have attached themselves to the case.
It has long been suspected that Mr Williams could have been
targeted by foreign agents because of his highly sensitive MI6
work.
Another theory was that the Russian mafia assassinated him in
a bid to stop him investigating money-laundering networks.
Others suspected that his death might have been the result of
a sex game gone wrong, after it was claimed that he had close
links with London’s drag and bondage scenes.
Read more:
Telegraph: Police set to rule out foul play in ‘spy in a
bag’ mystery
Read
more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2505060/MI6-spydead-bag-died-tragic-accident-locking-holdall-police-sayofficial-verdict.html#ixzz2kWLdYQ75
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